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Gorilla Glue #4  (Hybrid)
With a scent described as sweet and earthy, 
this strain will have you back for seconds 
thanks to it thick, satisfying smoke. Although 
sativa-dominant Gorilla Glue #4 is best for a 
day off, when you can fully enjoy the buzzing 
body high you’ll be left with. 

Sour Diesel (Sativa)
An invigorating strain named after its 
pungent, diesel-like aroma. This fast-acting 
strain delivers energizing, cerebral effects 
that will make stress, pain, and depression 
fade away in long-lasting relief. A favorite 
among medical patients!

Gorilla Zkittles (Hybrid)
From the growers that brought you 
Ayahuasca Purple and Cherry Punch, this 
strain is covered in milky white trichomes and 
sweeps you away in a cloud of euphoria and 
relaxation.  A skunky strain, perfect for 
smoking during the day to take the edge off. 

Gelato (Hybrid)
This sativa leaning hybrid will have you 
ready to socialize with its balanced, mellow 
high. Known to hit quickly, the most striking 
effect is a sense of altered perception, with 
some describing Gelato as having somewhat 
psychedelic effects. This strain’s carefree 
elevation of mood can offer relief from 
headaches, anxiety, and depression.

Sundae Driver (Hybrid)
Created through crossing the delicious Fruity 
Pebbles and Grape Pie strains, this 
well-balanced hybrid, covered in thick red 
“hairs” (style), leaves you with a mellow, 
blissful high.  Its sweet terpene profile leaves 
it smelling of fruit and very bitter chocolate.  
Don’t smoke too much or this one may leave 
you paranoid or couch-locked.

Ace of Spades (Indica)
Ace of Spades has an earthy berry and 
citrus smell that carries over into the taste 
with distinctly lemony flavors. This one is a 
creeper, with body relaxation and pain relief 
setting in slowly, but surely, making it the 
perfect evening strain.

Edibles

Classic Derp — 65mg
Dark chocolate-chunk cookie sprinkled with 
flaked sea salt.

Gummy Derps — 65mg
Cannabis-Infused homemade 
strawberry-apple gummy bears

Mini Derp — 20mg
Dark chocolate-chunk cookie sprinkled with 
flaked sea salt.

Munchy Derps — 65mg
Dark chocolate covered clusters with corn 
flakes, potato chips, and pretzels. Sweet, 
salty, crunchy, and chocolaty.  Delectable. 
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Banana Glue (Hybrid)
Smelling of sweet citrus fruit, these big and 
dense nugs will sweep you off your feet.  It 
has a smooth inhale and and a super-rich 
exhale leaving you with a toasted chocolate 
aftertaste.  It strikes a nice balance between 
being energizing and calming.  A nice strain 
for hanging around the neighborhood on a 
Sunday. 

GMO Cookies (Indica)
Get ready for Netflix, junkfood, and good 
times with this strain.  Smelling of diesel fuel 
with some pepper and citrus notes, this one 
will relieve your aches and pains and lift your 
mood.  Smoke too much and to the couch 
you will go.

Mango Kush (Indica)
This Kush kicks in immediately, producing a 
strong body high and euphoria, with the 
occasional case of the giggles. A classic 
munchies strain, Mango Kush is great for both 
calming nausea & easing anxiety.

Jack Herer (Sativa)
This strain’s high provides an excellent 
balance between cerebral and physical 
effects, leaving users deeply relaxed but 
attentive and conversant. Its appealing flavor 
and well-rounded effects have made it a 
staple for medical & recreational users alike.

Ancient OG (Indica)
A descendent of an Iranian landrace and 
Snow Lotus, Ancient OG has thick resinous 
buds that exude aromatic notes of earthy 
pine and sweet citrus. Smoking this strain will 
have you soaring on cloud 9 with its uplifting 
and intense cerebral effects. 

Jet Fuel (Sativa)
Jet Fuel’s cerebral intensity is well suited to 
situations that call for deep creative thinking 
and problem solving. Once it hits, get ready 
for a surge of energy & euphoria - enough to 
plow through a busy day or a creative 
brainstorming session.

Premier Edibles

Atomic Derps — 100mg
From the people that brought you Killa 
Cakes, we have a brownie of epic 
proportions.  Cookie layer topped with Oreos,
brownies and a chocolate ganache.  


